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CEO Update

I would like to take this opportunity to wish all Winnunga staff a
happy Christmas and a successful and fulfilling new year. I thank you
for your wonderful contribution to the Canberra Aboriginal and
Visit by Ministers
Gentleman and Berry Torres Strait Islander Community. Each one of you plays an integral
3 role in ensuring Winnunga does all it can to support and care for our
Julie Tongs OAM, CEO
community. Without you we would not be delivering the wideJustice Reinvestment
and Incarceration 4 ranging and successful services that we do.
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I would also like to extend, on behalf of myself and all staff at
4 Winnunga, season’s greetings to all of our clients and supporters
and to all the members of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
community.
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While Winnunga has had another very successful year and demand
for our services continues to grow there remain a number of issues of significant concern to
the ACT Aboriginal community. In just the last two weeks two major reports have again
highlighted the lack of progress in the ACT dealing with the consequences of the generations
of Indigenous disadvantage flowing from a history of dispossession and disadvantage.

The Productivity Commission in a detailed analysis of the 2015 ‘Closing the Gap’ report has
revealed that few of the targets have been met and are not, in fact, on track to be met. The
Reception Team
8 Commission reports in some significant instances, including in the ACT, outcomes are worse
now than when the targets were set in 2008. For example the number of Indigenous students
Steven Freeman
8
in Year 7 in the ACT who read at the national minimum standard has fallen by 11% since
Build it and They will
2008. In addition the attendance rate of Indigenous students in year 10 is also worse than it
be Sent to Fill it
9 was in 2008 with an Aboriginal student in year 10 likely to miss three days of school a
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10 fortnight.
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The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice Commissioner, Mick Gooda tabled his
annual report in which he draws particular attention to the over representation of Aboriginal
children in care and protection in Australia. The situation in the ACT is also dire and
Commissioner Gooda has called on all Governments in Australia to establish a position of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children’s Commissioner to oversee child protection
reforms. The Commissioner has been reported as saying the rate of removal of Aboriginal
children in Australia raises the spectre of a new generation of stolen children.
In addition to these major areas of concern there are, of course, the continuing range of
health, including the chronic and multiple health issues faced by many within our community
which we deal with on a daily basis and which as a result of the commitment and dedication
of our wonderful staff we are slowly but surely ameliorating.
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Forty-two years
ago,
Djiribul-Filipino
man Frank
Reys became
the first
Aboriginal man
to win the
Melbourne
Cup...Frank had
1330 winning
rides over his
racing career.

The Melbourne Cups’ Aboriginal History
Aboriginal jockey Frank Reys, who won the
Melbourne Cup in 1973 on Gala Supreme was the
first, and remains the only Aboriginal to win the Cup.
Frank began his racing career in Northern
Queensland at the age of sixteen and over his career
raced on all the main country and metropolitan
tracks in the eastern states of Australia. In his career
as a jockey he had 1330 winning rides. Frank retired
from racing at the age of 45 in 1976 and died at the
young age of 53 in 1984.
Frank Reys is another in the long list of Aboriginal sporting greats who overcame all odds to
claim a place among the elite of his sport.

AMC - New Drug Testing Policy
Winnunga is looking to the Government to provide more information about proposals that
have been floated to change the existing AMC policy of targeted individual drug testing of
sentenced detainees and people on remand in the prison, to a regime of broad random drug
testing of all.
Under the proposed new random regime detainees who test positive for illicit substances will
be subjected to a disciplinary and essentially punitive response.
Winnunga is particularly interested to hear of the basis of the change, the evidence of why the
changes were considered desirable, and of their likely effects.
If the Government is motivated solely by the desire to ensure all detainees with substance
abuse issues or an addiction are identified so that they receive the full extent of therapy, care
and attention humanly possible to deal with their drug issues, then Winnunga would applaud
its commitment. If that is the case it would be appropriate for the Government to produce the
evidence that reveals punishing a person with a drug dependency for responding to their
addiction by injecting or ingesting an addictive substance has ever had a positive or
therapeutic effect on people.
Winnunga would be concerned if the real basis of the new punitive regime is simply to be seen
to respond to the embarrassment occasioned by the inability of the AMC to stem the flow of
contraband into the prison.

Fact: Frank and his brothers would round up brumbies and break them in, then race in contests
between themselves
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QIC Accreditation
Winnunga has obtained National Quality Improvement Council (QIC) Accreditation for yet
another three years. This achievement was a whole of Winnunga effort—a big congratulations
to Kacey Boyd our Accreditation Manager and all the staff of Winnunga Nimmityjah Aboriginal
Health Service on undertaking the QIC Assessment Cycle. Winnunga is committed to ensuring
we provide a best practice Aboriginal community controlled holistic health care service, with
accreditation playing a significant part of this commitment.

Winnunga is a
multi
accredited
organisation
including with
the Australian
General
Practice
Accreditation
Limited
(AGPAL) and
the Quality
Improvement
Council

Welcome visit to Winnunga by Ministers
Mick Gentleman and Yvette Berry
Over the last week Winnunga was very happy to welcome Ministers Mick Gentleman and
Yvette Berry to Winnunga for discussions on a range of issues.
Winnunga CEO Julie Tongs said that the meetings with the Ministers were extremely
productive and the exchange of information and ideas was invaluable. Ms Tongs briefed both
Ministers about Winnunga’s continuing concerns about issues relevant to the care and
protection of children, and the growing number of Aboriginal children being removed from
families.
She also briefed the Ministers on Winnunga’s plans for the future including the planned
extensions to the health centre and its continued interest in managing Boomanulla Oval,
subject to it being successful through the expression of interest process.
Winnunga looks forward to regular meetings with the Ministers.

Fact: Winnunga has been formally accredited since 2006
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The fact the
ACT
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all steps open
to it to prevent
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contracting
blood borne
viruses raises
serious
questions
about the
extent of the
Government’s
duty of care to
prisoners in
these
circumstances.
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Justice Reinvestment and Incarceration
The Institute for Governance and Policy Analysis at
the University of Canberra and the National
Centre for Indigenous Studies at the Australian
National University recently held a 'Justice
Reinvestment and Incarceration in the ACT' public
seminar. A panel conversation between ANU
Professor Mick Dodson AM, IGPA Professorial
Fellow Jon Stanhope AO and Canberra Times
Editor-at-Large Jack Waterford AM., was followed
by questions from the floor. Interested
participants from a range of disciplines attended
on the day and Winnunga looks forward to seeing
how justice reinvestment may be actioned and implemented in the ACT.

AMC Supervised Injecting Room
Winnunga welcomes the recent support expressed by the ACT Branch of the Australian Nurses
Federation for the establishment of a supervised injecting room in the Alexander Maconochie
Centre.
Winnunga remains a determined supporter and advocate for the provision of clean needles to
injecting drug users within AMC. Winnunga first expressed its support for a needle and syringe
program at the prison in the detailed blueprint; You Do the Crime, You Do the Time, which it
prepared in 2007 in anticipation of the construction of the AMC. You Do the Crime, You Do the
Time is a best practice model of holistic health service delivery for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander inmates of the AMC and Winnunga would urge the Government to give consideration to
its implementation particularly having regard to the massive over-representation of Aboriginal men
and women in the prison.
The debate about the provision of clean needles to prisoners has been vexed and has regrettably
become both deeply politicised as well as captured by self-interested individuals and organisations.
As a consequence the Government’s clear support for the provision of a safe injecting environment
has been thwarted, and the evidence of the health advantages of clean injecting equipment for
prisoners ignored.
It is accepted a significant number of inmates at the AMC have contracted Hepatitis C while in
detention. Hepatitis C is a serious disease with lifelong consequences for those who contract it. It is
almost certain that people who have contracted the disease whilst in the care of the AMC did so
through the sharing of needles for the purposes of injecting drugs. It is certainly the case that if
clean needles had been available to the prisoners thus infected, they would not have contracted
the disease.
The fact the ACT Government has not taken all steps open to it to prevent people in its care and
custody from contracting blood borne viruses raises very interesting and serious questions about
the extent of the Government’s duty of care to prisoners in these circumstances.
It is surely only a matter of time before prisoners who have contracted Hepatitis C or other blood
borne diseases while in the AMC initiate a class action against the ACT Government - seeking
damages for the loss they have experienced as a result of contracting a disease that the
Government had the power to prevent.
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Sheep-shearing course a passport to a
better future for Indigenous graduates
Julie Power, Canberra Times, 13 December 2016

Australia's only Indigenous shearing school

“You can go
anywhere in
the world [at
least 70
countries shear
sheep] and
become a
shearer or a
wool handler"
says Bateman,
who has run
the course
at Merriman
Shearing
School in north
-west NSW
since 2009.

Merriman Shearing School is offering young Aboriginal people a way out of unemployment
and teaching them a valuable skill they can use around the world.
It's at least 45 degrees in the sheep-filled corrugated iron shed outside Brewarrina that houses
Australia's only Indigenous shearing school. It's an
unusual spot to get a passport to a new life,
international travel and a $2000-a-week job. "I've
worked in 40 different countries," says Ian "Boff"
Bateman, a shearer and contractor who started
shearing 51 years ago when he was 13.
"You can go anywhere in the world [at least 70
countries shear sheep] and become a shearer or a
wool handler," says Bateman, who has run the
course at Merriman Shearing School in north-west
NSW since 2009. The school is part of Merriman
Station, a 16,000-hectare property owned by the
Indigenous Land Corporation.

Tray Georgetown, 18, from Strathpine in QLD (left)
and Andrew Ferguson, 21, from Warnambool in VIC
in the yards on Merriman Station. Photo: Kate
Geraghty

For many of the 120 Indigenous young men and women who have graduated in the past five
years from the shearing course, it has provided a way out of unemployment: between 71%
and 85% have found jobs on the land, mostly as shearers and wool handlers.
"I am loving it," says Patric Weldon, 28, who is proud of shearing 20 sheep. "This is the thing."
Weldon, a Dubbo father of a four-year-old boy and who has another baby on the way, says he
has been "getting in trouble with the law" ever since he left school early. After graduating from
the 13-week course on Thursday, Weldon has a job in a "learner's pen," similar to a shearing
apprenticeship.
"These guys," says Bateman talking about the sheep and not the students, "are pink, and not
red. It means they have got all the wool off them. Years ago, that was bloody near impossible,"
he says. But improved training by Australian Wool Innovation has taught everyone how to
shear properly without bloodying the sheep.
Although farmers are slaughtering sheep they can't afford to feed, the demand for shearers is
still strong and the wool price has stayed at highs not seen in nearly 10 years, other than a
spike in 2010. When northern NSW and Queensland recover from the drought, Bateman says
the demand for shearers will exceed supply.
Shearers are paid $2.87 a head, and an experienced worker can shear 200 a day. "Even if you
are shearing 80 sheep a day, it is still way in front of the dole," says Bateman.
The 13-week residential course is alcohol- and drug-free, with daily jogs of four kilometres and
weight-training for strength and endurance. At night, the group heads down to the Barwon
River for fishing and bonfires.

Fact: David Unaipan, a Ngarrindjeri Man, invented the shearing hand piece in 1910, a design which
is still used today. He is featured on the Australian $50 note .
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“At the start of
the course, the
kids come in,
heads down,
and they lack
confidence. But
13 weeks later,
their heads are
held high, and
it's amazing
how many kids
are willing to
grab the
microphone."
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Sheep-shearing course a passport to a
better future for Indigenous graduates
(cont’d)
Jaiden Winters, 17, of Brewarrina, found shearing difficult at first. "At the start I was a bit
angry because the sheep wouldn't stop moving," he says.
But the new graduate learnt to conserve his energy –
shearers use their legs and arms to stop the sheep
kicking and moving. "It's changed me into a less angry
person," he says. He lists what he has learnt: How to
pick up a fleece, clean the fleece, stitch a sheep (if a
sheep is cut with a handpiece, the trainees learn how
to stitch a wound), shear a sheep, how to dip the
sheep (to remove flies and lice) and pen the sheep,
and other skills. "It turned out I liked it," says Winters,
who now has a job shearing in NZ.
The graduation ceremonies are always moving, says
Craig North, the executive director of the Indigenous
Land Corporation. "At the start of the course, the kids
come in, heads down, and they lack confidence. But 13
weeks later, their heads are held high, and it's amazing
how many kids are willing to grab the microphone." Jaiden Winters 17, a graduate of the
Merriman Shearing School, crutches a sheep
at a station near the Merriman Shearing
School. Photo: Kate Geraghty

Winnunga is
proud to have
‘Boff Junior’
aka Ian
Bateman
working with
the service.
The entrance to the Merriman Shearing School outside Brewarrina. Photo:
Kate Geraghty

(Read more: http://www.canberratimes.com.au/nsw/sheepshearing-course-a-passport-to-a-betterfuture-for-indigenous-graduates-20151210-gll2vw#ixzz3uExdS0ye)

Fact: In October 2007 Laurie Bateman and Dave Grant sheared 709 Merino Wethers in 8 Hours,
setting a world record which to date has not been broken
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The Stolen
Generations
(also known as
Stolen
Children) were
the children of
Australian
Aboriginal and
Torres Strait
Islander
descent who
were forcibly
removed from
their families
by the
Australian
Federal and
State
government
agencies and
church
missions, under
acts of their
respective
parliaments
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The Case for Compensation for the Stolen
Generation
Professor George Williams of the University of NSW has recently written convincingly of
the need for the Stolen Generation to be eligible for compensation in the same way as
other people who suffered harm at the hands of Governments and state institutions.
Professor Williams was commenting following expressions of support which different
Governments in Australia have given to the provision of compensation to people who, as
children were subjected to sexual abuse while resident in State run or regulated facilities.
As Professor Williams noted; ‘The plight of the stolen generations was exposed in the
1997 Bringing Them Home Report. It found incalculable harm had been done to
Indigenous children forcibly removed from their families and communities.’
Professor Williams noted that while people and Governments in Australia regularly show
their compassion and generosity in areas such as for farmers suffering drought, or people
who have lost everything in floods or fire, and are moving to compensate the victims of
childhood sexual abuse that ‘such generosity, unfortunately, is not always extended to
Aboriginal people…it is a double standard that we so readily recognise the need for
compensation for some people, but not the Aboriginal people who have also suffered at
the hands of institutions and government policies.’

More Aboriginal children are being taken today than
during the Stolen Generations period
2,785 = Number of Aboriginal children in out-of-home care in 1997 when the Bringing Them
Home report on the removal of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children from their
families was tabled in Federal Parliament
4,458 = Number of Aboriginal children in out-of-home care in March 2008
13,299 = Number of Aboriginal children in out-of-home care in June 2012
14,991 = Number of Aboriginal children in out-of-home care in June 2014
(source: http://www.creativespirits.info/aboriginalculture/politics/a-guide-to-australiasstolen-generations#toc1)

Fact: Many children removed from their families were not told that they were Aboriginal and
discovered this much later in their lives.
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There has been
something in
the order of a
300% increase
in the
Aboriginal
incarceration
rate since the
time the Royal
Commission
into
Aboriginal
Deaths in
Custody report
was delivered.
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Reception Team
The Reception Team are the
first point of contact at
Winnunga. The Team
consists of Jodie Longford
(Practice Manager),
Marianne Pinnington
(Receptionist), Jay Morrisey
(Receptionist), Daina
Hopkins-Farrow
(Receptionist), Shannon Keed
(PIP Co-ordinator), Mick Ella
(Transport Officer) and Ted
Longford (Transport Officer).
Winnunga has two reception
areas known as reception 1 and 2. The Team attends to all clients who access Winnunga
including the GPs lists, booking of and managing specialist appointments, incoming phone
calls and other admin tasks, requests to see the Social Health Team, maintaining client
contact details, action requests for medical records transfers, monitoring waiting room
behaviour, PIP Program sign ups, and transporting clients. The Team work to AGPAL and QIC
standards and are always happy to assist wherever possible.

Steven Freeman
It is now eight months since Steven Freeman, a young Aboriginal man on remand in the Alexander
Maconochie Centre, was within an hour or two of his admission, beaten so savagely that he was
placed in an induced coma and almost died.
The ACT Government and AMC authorities have refused to provide any information to Steven’s
family or to the local Aboriginal community about the circumstances that led to this potentially
fatal attack occurring or of the steps that have been taken to ensure that it could not happen
again.
The apparent rationale for maintaining the veil of secrecy that has been wrapped around the
assault on Steven Freeman is that it remains the subject of a police inquiry and therefore any
comment would be inappropriate. Winnunga rejects this excuse.
The inclination of Governments and Government agencies to hide behind fallacious claims such as
those being advanced by the ACT Government were derided by the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody.
The report of the Royal Commission is as relevant today as it was when written. Indeed there has
been something in the order of a 300% increase in the Aboriginal incarceration rate since the time
the report was delivered. Winnunga does not believe that the response to the bashing of Steven
Freeman is consistent with either the specific recommendations of the Royal Commission or its
overarching intent.
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Build it and They will be Sent to Fill it
There was some opposition to the decision of the then ACT Government to the
construction of a prison in the ACT on the grounds that if there was a prison in the ACT
the Courts and the justice system generally would make greater use of the facility in cases
where previously the prospect of sending a detainee off to Goulburn or Long Bay would
have seemed too dramatic or disproportionate to the offence or a particular situation.

ACT
imprisonment
rate has risen
25% over the
last two years,
compared with
a national
increase of
12%.

The argument was that the courts would have no such compunction if there was a prison
and also that the police would be similarly more inclined to arrest and charge people for
offences they might previously have dealt with through a caution or a warning.
Needless to say the Government was not persuaded by the concern and the AMC was
built.
In a recent paper by Professor Lorana Bartels of the University of Canberra there is data
which suggests that the apparently cynical views expressed at the time about the
potential for a local prison to generate a change in aspects of the administration of justice
may have deserved more weight than they were afforded.
Professor Bartels notes: ‘The prison rapidly filled to capacity. The AMC had 343 people in
full-time custody in the December 2014 quarter. Of these 27% were un-sentenced, 19%
were Indigenous and 5% were female. The imprisonment rate was 114 per 100,000.
However the ACT imprisonment rate has risen 25% over the last two years, compared
with a national increase of 12%. Over this time, the number of ACT prisoners increased by
28%, compared with a national increase of 16%. Notably the number of Indigenous
prisoners increased by 47%, compared with 17% nationally.’
The worst fears of some who had concerns that the ACT, by accepting responsibility for
its own prisoners by building a prison, would lead to a dramatic increase in the ACT rate
of imprisonment appear to be coming home to roost. According to the figures published
by Professor Bartels the increase in the ACT rate of imprisonment is, albeit from a low
base, exactly twice as high as the average increase across Australia.
Most frightening is the recent acknowledgement of the ACT Government that on the back
of the 47% increase of Indigenous incarceration in the ACT in 2013 and 2014, the number
of Aboriginal detainees in the AMC has increased from 61 in January 2015 to 88 in
December 2015. This increase relates only, of course, to Aboriginal detainees who
acknowledge their Aboriginality. The real number of Aboriginal people in the AMC is
clearly much higher than recorded.
The level of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander incarceration in the ACT mirrors that
across the nation and is simply scandalous.

Fact: In its 2007 report into a best practice model of holistic health service delivery for the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander inmates of the AMC Winnunga recommended the Government
commit to opening a ‘community based hostel for Aboriginal ex-prisoners’.
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Monthly
Diabetes Clinics
are held on the
second
Wednesday of
the
month...weekly
Diabetes Clinics
are held each
Friday 9.30am
to 12pm

On 9 December Winnunga
held the last monthly
Diabetes Clinic for 2015,
sharing a Christmas lunch.
The Clinic is run on the
second Wednesday of the
month in Winnunga’s
Boardroom.
The Clinic provides
information on managing
your diabetes via healthy
cooking and eating, regular exercise, and health checks. Winnunga also provides access to
a podiatrist, diabetes educator and dietician and can link you with other services at
Winnunga.
Our weekly Diabetes Clinics are held on a Friday 9.30am to 12.00pm for access to a
doctor, to have bloods done, medicine reviews, Diabetes Annual Cycle of Care, eye checks
and referrals to specialist services.

 Diabetes is higher in Aboriginal people (1 in 16 Indigenous people)
 Diabetes is more common among Indigenous people living in remote areas (that is,
communities/small towns) (around 1 in 11) than among those living in non-remote areas

 The difference of diabetes rates between Indigenous and non-Indigenous females is
greater than the difference between Indigenous and non-Indigenous males

 Indigenous people are more likely to get diabetes at younger ages than non
Indigenous people

 Deaths caused by diabetes are 7.5 times more common for Indigenous males than for
non-Indigenous males
and deaths caused by
diabetes are 10.5
times more common
for Indigenous
females than for
non-Indigenous
females.

For more information about the Diabetes Clinics please ask at reception or call Winnunga
on 62846222

Fact: Diabetes is more than 3 times more common among Indigenous people than among
non-Indigenous people
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Upcoming Events
Winnunga Kids Christmas Party
Holistic Health Day
Come celebrate Christmas with Winnunga! There will be plenty to
see and do, lot’s of activities food and fun including animal petting
zoo, jumping castle, balloon modelling, face painting music and
plenty more. Join us as we do Christmas Winnunga Style.
Winnunga is also showcasing all the services we provide on the day
making this an action packed day for the whole family to enjoy. Have
any questions about our various programs or services? please ask
any of our friendly Staff, we are more than happy to help - you may
even want to link into a program you may not have known about.

Friday 18 December 2015
10am to 3pm
63 Boolimba Cres, Narrabundah
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We’re on the web!
winnunga.org.au

Staff Profile

Name: Shavaun Wells
Position: Workforce/Research
Officer
Who is your favourite singer?
Boyce Avenue
What is your pet hate?
What do you do on the
weekends?
Spend time with family and
friends, cook and also care for my
‘fur babies’.
What is your favourite food?
Dumplings

People who use the word
‘moist’.

Who is your most respected
Aboriginal leader/hero and
why?
Adam Goodes. He is a great
advocate for the fight against
racism.

What do you like most about
working at Winnunga?
The people I work with!

Winnunga will be closed on 24 (at 1pm),
25, 28 December, and 1 January.
GP will be available 9am –1pm on 29, 30
and 31 December.
Normal opening hours will recommence
on 4 January.
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